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AN

OPEN LETTER
TO THE

NEW ONES
I

’ve been waiting to write this letter for a
few years. It’s for people that have come
to the Crimson Circle recently, and perhaps it will serve new Shaumbra for a long
time to come.
I’m writing this from the lanai at Villa
Ahmyo in Kona, Hawaii. It’s the exact same
spot where Adamus came to me about
By Geoffrey Hoppe
2 ½ years ago with an important admonishment. It was late at night as I gazed into the
brilliant stars against the ink-black night sky.
Adamus doesn’t often just drop in for a chat
like Tobias used to but this night he had an important message. “Get your
house in order,” he advised. He was talking about the Crimson Circle organization. He continued, “There will be many new ones coming to Crimson
Circle in the next 3–5 years. Their needs will be different than those of current
Shaumbra, and the numbers could be large.”
He popped out just as quickly as he had popped in. I sat with his words
for a while, part of me wondering exactly what he meant by “get your house
in order” and part of me on-edge about what the future might bring. What
would cause a new wave (or waves) of people to come to Crimson Circle?
How was our house not currently in order? Why don’t the entities ever give
more details when they drop bombs like this? Adamus could have just given
me a list of everything that needed to be done, but no… (deep sigh)
The next morning, I told Linda about my conversation with Adamus. She
was totally unperturbed. I think she said something like, “We’ll just do it.”
She was calm and matter-of-fact; I felt like the other shoe was about to drop.
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Here we are, over two years later, and we can see that many new people
discovered Crimson Circle in 2020. I did a quick scan of the attendees for the
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recent Sexual Energies School. Over 50% were new in the past year. Adamus
says this is only the start. Something (fill in the blank) will bring many more in
the days ahead.

DEAR NEW ONES…
On behalf of all Shaumbra, a warm welcome to the Crimson Circle. We’re
a small, global community that assists humans from their Awakening into
their Embodied Realization (some call it Enlightenment but Adamus prefers
the term Realization). We know a thing or two, because we’ve experienced a
thing or two. We’d love to share what we’ve learned so perhaps your coming
to Realization will be a little less rude.
The name Crimson Circle comes from Tobias, the entity I channeled for
Shaumbra from 1999 to 2009. He said there is an angelic group called the
Crimson Council, known as teachers of sovereignty throughout creation. Our
human Crimson Circle is the counterpart to the angelic Crimson Council. The
name Shaumbra also comes from Tobias. He says the term goes back to the
time of Yeshua (Jesus). It basically means “Family of the Rock” or “Family
of Hope.” Many current Shaumbra were in this original group that was an
offshoot of the Essenes. When it was time for Shaumbra of old to meet, they
would hang a crimson scarf outside their homes to let others know of the
gathering. These days, we use the Internet, but we’re still known to adorn
ourselves with red scarves from time to time.
It’s hard to describe Shaumbra and the Crimson Circle. We’re definitely not
religious. We don’t fall into the New Age category either. As a matter of fact,
Adamus was thrown out of Sedona, Arizona, but that’s a story for another
day. Some would call us a spiritual group, but even that isn’t quite accurate
because spirituality implies searching, and we are no longer searchers or seekers. We’re neither esoteric nor exoteric. We are a loosely-knit group of human
angels around the world that have chosen our Realization in this lifetime.
We’ve also chosen to stay on the planet in physical form in order to radiate
our light so others may see their own vast potentials. This is our last incarnation on Earth, but don’t be surprised if we drop in from time to time in our
Free Energy bodies, just to see how things are going.
Most likely, you’re here because something deep within you screamed
out, “No more!” You wanted to get off the merry-go-round cycles of human
incarnations, old patterns, the feeling of being totally lost, and the endless
searching for God and order. (You’ll come to realize that You Are God Also.)

NO DOS, NO DUES
This should ease your mind: We don’t have a list of dos and don’ts. The only
thing Adamus frowns upon is the use of SSRI and other anti-depressant medications. This is because they inhibit the natural cycle of awakening and make
it impossible to realize your Mastery because of the tricks they play on your
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mind. Other than that, you can drink or smoke or meditate or fast or binge
because in the end, none of that matters. We learned from past-life experiences that rituals and rules are actually impediments to Realization because
we, as humans, get caught up in the rule game rather than the actual transfiguration. We don’t wear odd undergarments, although we do like getting
dressed up in costumes for Halloween, Christmas and other special occasions.
There are no dues. There’s not even a membership form to fill out, although
you can sign up for our email list to receive our free monthly e-magazine. You
don’t have to buy anything, ever. We like to say that we have our hand on your
shoulder, not in your pocket. How do we manage to do this and still maintain
a staff of over 20 full- and part-time people around the world? It just comes to
us. You’ll learn more about this when you listen to Adamus talk about energy
and abundance.
We call our free monthly webcast a “Shoud,” which
Tobias said means a collective communication. We’ve
been doing the monthly Shouds non-stop since 2000.
They are filled with great information, humor and wisdom. It’s also the history of modern-day Shaumbra.
Through the Shouds you can see how our story unfolded
over the past 20 years. For some newcomers, the
Ascended Master Adamus Saint-Germain is not what
they might have expected. He’s very interactive with
the audience, he’s very provocative, he swears, tells bad
jokes, and loves putting audience members on the spot.
It’s hard to find any trace of kumbaya when Adamus is in
the house.

BEYOND AWAKENING
Crimson Circle’s focus and passion is assisting people
from their Awakening to Realization. While there is quite
a bit of information about Awakening in books and on
the web, there is very little about post-Awakening. You’ll
come to discover that Awakening was the easy part, and
now comes the long and arduous road to Realization.
It’s filled with not-so-easy transformations, changes in
nearly every part of your life, and more distractions than
you could ever imagine. No wonder there’s only about
10,000 Ascended Masters in the entire history of the
planet, according to Adamus.
We don’t offer a 10-Step Program to Realization.
Everyone’s Coming to Realization is highly personal,
and every step they take is unique. What we do offer is
a lot of practical guidance that will help you to understand that you’re not crazy, you’re just on your way to
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becoming a true Master. We also have thousands of real humans around the
planet who are going through it, or have gone through it, as living breathing Standards of Realization. They will help show you that it can be done, in
spite of the hardships and doubts. They’ll shed a few tears for you as you
go through the Dark Night of the Soul because they’ve been there. But they
also know that you emerge from it much like the caterpillar emerges from the
cocoon as a butterfly.

ARRGGHH!
“Arrgghh!” means two things to us. First, it’s what we’ve all said
a million times as we went from Awakening to Mastery. There are
days when the #@%!& physical body hurts like hell. There are times
when you can’t stand being around other humans, and other times
when you can’t stand being with yourself. There are times when
you feel like your life is being turned upside down (because it
is), and times when you feel so disconnected that you can’t even
remember your name (that’s actually a good thing). Then, there are
the really tough days when you wonder why you’re even here on
the planet. It seems that it would be much easier to just leave. We
know what it’s like because we’ve been there.
Kuthumi lal Singh (whom I channel every now and then) said it
best when he told his own story titled, “A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to Enlightenment. I Lost Everything.” That pretty much
sums it up. You lose everything you thought you had in order to
receive everything you really are.
The “arrgghh” also comes because many Shaumbra see themselves as spiritual pirates. Unlike others on the path to enlightenment, they don’t bow to gurus, follow rules, or take anything for
face value. They’ve been hardened by lifetimes of spiritual makyo
(B.S.) and promises that only distracted them along the path. Now
they do it their own way, or no way. Adamus gives us homework
from time to time, and they simply spit on it. (Adamus already
knows this, so no harm is done.) They want answers, delivered
without fluff and puff, and that’s what Adamus gives us. Sometimes
it’s hard to hear, and oftentimes we get really pissed at Adamus,
but the Shaumbra Pirates want it straight and unfiltered.

ALL NATURAL
I’ve often been asked by interviewers what is the single most
important thing to take from Adamus’ messages. That’s a tough
one because there is a myriad of answers, but I’d probably distill it down to
one simple thing: Coming to Realization is a natural process. Just allow it. You
don’t need to study, you don’t need regimens or ceremonies, nor spiritual
guides, crystal therapies or life coaches. You don’t even need Adamus or the
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Crimson Circle. You only need to experience what it is like getting there. The
moment you say “No More!” your I Am (soul) already knows the date. Now,
just how do you want to experience getting there?

1001 QUESTIONS
You probably have more questions now than when you started reading this.
Take a deep breath. The answers will come to you, naturally, as long
as you realize they are already within you. There’s no rush. As a matter
of fact, coming to Realization is not something you want to rush. Let
yourself savor the experience because you’ll never, ever go through
this again. Take comfort in knowing tens of thousands of Shaumbra
are here to offer their stories and support. Everything will be answered
in its time.

P.S. – NO B.S.
Again, welcome to the Crimson Circle. Come and go as you
please. View the materials on our website, participate in the
monthly Shouds, interact in our social media, or come to one of
our live gatherings and meet kindred spirits.
You have some tough days ahead of you. I won’t diminish the challenges you’re about to face but I can tell you that you’re not alone.
We’re here to offer support, along with some comradery, humor,
compassion and wisdom. Hopefully you’ll find comfort in knowing
that many others have dealt with their dragons, and now consider the
dragons to be their best friends.
Just one last word of advice: Please be your Self. Let go of any
false spiritual arrogance, if you happen to have any. Don’t come here
to preach and pontificate. We’re all on the same level. I would never
claim I’m a teacher, or that I know more than others, because I have too
much respect for Shaumbra. We’re on this amazing journey together,
without the need for teachers or leaders or hierarchies.
Don’t feed off the energy of others because you’ll be called on it in
a heartbeat. Energy feeding is not tolerated here. Don’t spew spiritual
makyo in these sacred corridors. These pirates can smell spiritual B.S.
a mile away.
Share your concerns and questions, as well as what you’ve discovered for yourself, and never deny anyone else their journey
no matter how you perceive it.
Now I invite you to take a deep breath. You’ve opened the door to
the most potent Mystery School you’ve ever attended. Take your first step
into the You-niversity of I Am.
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I AM FREE

12 12 2020 –
MESSAGE FROM
ST. GERMAIN

NEW!

Everybody wants freedom. Or do they? True freedom
means absolute responsibility for oneself and releasing all
protective barriers in order to finally experience the soul’s
innate liberty. According to Adamus, the human has been
“outside” of consciousness, an intended separation for
the sake of experience that has caused issues of suffering, abandonment and more. Now it’s time to transcend
that separation and experience absolute freedom. Some
of the biggest things standing in the way are the past,
mass consciousness, time and the mind. When these are
released, we can move toward something that’s never been
done before – the integration of consciousness and energy,
allowing oneself “into greatness” of mastery and wisdom.
When one chooses freedom, many things must be
released, particularly the four main dynamics mentioned by
Adamus. First is the past, a heavy burden that humans drag
along with them through many lifetimes. Second is mass
consciousness, which is simply an agreement between
humans; now it’s about agreeing with yourself. Third is
time, one of the greatest games a soul will ever play, for it
holds everything together but “sucks the freedom right out
of you.” And finally, there is the mind, full of thoughts that
aren’t even yours. It takes a very bold and wise being to go
beyond the “circular prison” of time. As you release these
things and allow the Master to wisdomize everything, you
become free in your own energy and passion.
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FREE!

HIGHLIGHTS
• The soul has always been free
• Human has been “separate”
from consciousness
• Release the past, mass consciousness, time
and the mind
• Integrate – “into great” – consciousness
and energy
• Then you will be free in your own energy
and passion
• True freedom – it’s all natural!
“Consciousness and energy together – that’s where
we’re going.” ~ Adamus
Length:

1:35:12 (plus bonus music track 49:09)

Format:
		

Downloadable video (mp4),
audio (mp3) and text (pdf)

Cost:
		

$25 (through March 1, 2021;
$33 thereafter)
MORE INFO

A very special message from
Beloved St. Germain will be made
available on December 12, 2020.
In this beautiful presentation, St.
Germain will talk about where we
are at as Shaumbra, as Realized
Masters on Earth. He will give an
overview of the current planetary
situations at this somewhat fragile
Time of Machines, with special reference to the coronavirus (whose
work is nearly done), the impact of
technology, and the coming transformation toward humanism. He
will also speak about why you are
truly here and add a few cautions
about what you and other humans

are facing in this time of tremendous change.
Beloved St. Germain always brings
deep compassion and inspiration when he speaks to Shaumbra
beyond the persona of Adamus, and
this message will be no exception.
It will be available as a free
download on December 12,
2020 in the Crimson Circle store.
Announcements will also be posted
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
YouTube, and sent to the Crimson
Circle Angels.

MORE INFO

WATCH EXCERPTS
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F EATU R E D O N L I N E E V E NTS

FEATURED IN-PERSON EVENTS

PROGNOST 2021
ADAMUS’ ANNUAL PLANETARY FORECAST
También en Español – ONLINE • JANUARY 16, 2021

ENERGY WORKS
KONA, HAWAII • FEBRUARY 20–24, 2021
The Master Code is an all-new gathering with Adamus Saint-Germain. The
word “code” means a form of communication or symbols, as well as a set
of ethics and conduct. We can’t say too much more about this workshop
because Adamus is prone to making changes and
adjustments right up to the last minute.

Since 2014 ProGnost has become one of the most sought
after and discussed Shaumbra events of the year. Adamus,
MORE INFO
dedicated to guiding us into our embodied Realization,
doesn’t usually address the state of the planet, politics,
aliens, the environment or the future. But twice a year he opens his cloak to reveal
what he and the other Ascended Masters foresee for our planet in the years ahead.

MORE INFO

ASPECTOLOGY ONLINE
JANUARY 22–24, 2021

ENERGY WORKS
KONA, HAWAII • MARCH 22–26, 2021
Shaumbra is at the forefront of understanding the relationship between consciousness and energy. At this gathering Adamus will go in depth into the
physics and psychology of how to put energy to work in your life, in a practical
and useful manner. This will be one of many Shaumbra groups to explore the
intimacy and sensuality of their own energy, and how to let
it serve your true desires and creations.

Originally channeled by Tobias it’s among the most transforMORE INFO
mational classes offered by the Crimson Circle. We offer it
online once a year only. “Aspectology is natural. It is natural
for any creator being to create actors of itself, to create aspects that will serve it.
It is a natural thing for all of these aspects to return back home, sooner or later.
Somewhere deep within, you have chosen to make this the lifetime, the Point of
Presence, for welcoming all of your aspects back home.” – Tobias.

THRESHOLD ONLINE
FEBRUARY 12–14, 2021
The journey of an angel from first arrival on Earth until their final
MORE INFO
emergence as a realized Master is very long and winding, filled with
experiences, joys and heartaches. Getting lost on Earth and forgetting oneself is the “fall from grace” for which humans eternally seek redemption, having
accumulated layer upon layer of guilt and shame along the way. Indeed, many Shaumbra
carry a tremendous burden of guilt from the times of Atlantis which continues to affect their
life experiences. And yet, these things simply cannot be carried into Realization, so the dragon comes in to dig up and release every shred of guilt and shame still borne by the human.

NEW
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ENERGY WORKS
KONA, HAWAII • APRIL 21–25, 2021

Shaumbra is at the forefront of understanding the relationship between consciousness and energy. At this gathering Adamus will go in depth into the
physics and psychology of how to put energy to work in your life, in a practical
and useful manner. This will be one of many Shaumbra groups to explore the
intimacy and sensuality of their own energy, and how to
let it serve your true desires and creations.
MORE INFO

NEW! – SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
ONLINE • JUNE 18 - 20, 2021
Attending the Sexual Energies School is an opportunity
MORE INFO
for profound transformation and healing, with effects
that can include better physical health, the end of energy stealing and power games, balanced relationships, enhanced creativity,
and eventually true enlightenment. It is a return to the essence of yourself.
Hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda.
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MORE INFO

THE MASTER CODE
KONA, HAWAII • MAY 05–09, 2021
The Master Code is an all-new gathering with Adamus Saint-Germain. The
word “code” means a form of communication or symbols, as well as a set of
ethics and conduct. We can’t say too much more about this workshop because Adamus is prone to making changes and adjustments
right up to the last minute.
MORE INFO

1220 SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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FEATURED IN-PERSON EVENTS
THE CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
KONA, HAWAII • MAY 17–21, 2021
Can you learn to channel in just four days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand, and other people can hear coming through your voice.
In four days, you’ll get all of the basics and more.
MORE INFO

EVENTS CALENDAR				2020/21
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS
NOTE: Not all events may yet be open for registration; Crimson Circle Angels receive advance notice.
CCCC – Crimson Circle Connection Center, Louisville, Colorado

DECEMBER
05
12
26

Monthly Webcast & Shoud						ONLINE ONLY
Keahak X								Online
Keahak X 								Online

JANUARY

THE CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
RUST, AUSTRIA • SEPTEMBER 1–5, 2021

Can you learn to channel in just four days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand, and other people can hear coming through your voice.
In four days, you’ll get all of the basics and more.

TIME OF THE MERLIN
BLED, SLOVENIA • SEPTEMBER 11–12, 2021

This gathering will be a blend of an annual celebration, a Merlin workshop and
what used to be the Midsummer New Energy Conference. The September
2021 event will feature channels from Adamus and the yet-to-be-announced
entities and angels. Throughout the two-day gathering we’ll be blessed with
live music and Shaumbra presentations.
MORE INFO

T
D OU
ENERGY WORKS
L
O
S
SAINTES MARIES DE LA MER - FRANCE • SEPTEMBER 17–21, 2021
Shaumbra is at the forefront of understanding the relationship between
consciousness and energy. At this gathering Adamus will go in depth into
the physics and psychology of how to put energy to work in your life, in a
practical and useful manner. This will be one of many Shaumbra groups to
explore the intimacy and sensuality of their own energy,
MORE INFO
and how to let it serve your true desires and creations.
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Monthly Webcast & Shoud						ONLINE ONLY
Keahak X								Online
ProGnost 2021								ONLINE ONLY
Aspectology Online							Online
Keahak X 					 			Online

FEBRUARY
06
12–14
13
20–24
27

MORE INFO

NEW

02
09
16
22–24
23

Monthly Webcast & Shoud						ONLINE ONLY
Threshold Online								Online
Keahak X								Online
Energy Works								Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Keahak X 								Online

MARCH
06
13
22–26
27

Monthly Webcast & Shoud						Villa Ahmyo & Online
Keahak X								Online
Energy Works								Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Keahak X 								Online

APRIL
03
10
11–15
21–25
24

Monthly Webcast & Shoud						ONLINE ONLY
Keahak X								Online
The Master Code								Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Energy Works								Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Keahak X 								Online

MAY
01
05–09
08
17–21
22

Monthly Webcast & Shoud						ONLINE ONLY
The Master Code								Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Keahak X					 			Online
Channeling (and Sensing) Workshop					
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Keahak X 								Online
1220 SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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ASPECTOLOGY™
®
ASPECTOLOGY ONLINE
ONLINE
JANUARY 22 - 24, 2021

HOSTED LIVE BY
GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE
15 DAYS ACCESS TO VIDEOS
AFTER LIVE EVENT

However, when an injury or shock occurs (such as a car accident or
hurtful words), the aspect can become traumatized and stuck. It no
longer serves you as intended; it loses its connection with you. When
one chooses conscious integration, the stuck energy starts resolving
and the precious pearl of wisdom it carries can return to you.
With the many past lives we’ve had and the traumas we’ve been
through, it’s no wonder we might have difficulty with things like selftrust, repetitive patterns, seeing our own truth, self-judgment or selfhatred, even apparent demonic encounters. All these things and more
are the result of stuck aspects. The best news of all? You come to realize
that you are indeed multiple (because singular is just so limiting), and,
when you start living in the AND, freedom is actually possible!

“

Aspectology is natural. It is natural for any creator being
to create actors of itself, to create aspects that will serve
it. It is a natural thing for all of these aspects to return
back home, sooner or later. Somewhere deep within,
you have chosen to make this the lifetime, the Point of
Presence, for welcoming all of your aspects back home.”
– Tobias

“

Realization is total integration of all your aspects.”
– Adamus

This workshop is ideal if you are:
• Looking for true solutions
beyond what can be found in
typical therapy and counseling
• Seeking to be a conscious
creator in your own life
• A professional facilitator,
therapist, counselor,
psychologist, etc.

COST: $595

Who is really living your life? Who’s making the decisions, reacting to others, maybe even holding
you back? Aspects are the way of the soul experiencing itself. But when they get stuck, they try to
take over your life! The result is chaos, self-sabotage and never-ending frustration.
Aspectology®, what we call “New Energy Psychology,” is
a groundbreaking study of human nature, healing and creation. Unlike traditional psychology which assumes there is
something wrong with you that must be fixed (or medicated),
Aspectology assumes that you are whole and complete at
your core, no matter the level of your current difficulties.
Aspectology is offered online once a year, hosted live by
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe.

14
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Aspects are expressions of you that were originally
meant to serve you. For example, you have a driver
aspect that understands how to operate a car, perhaps
a parent aspect, a technology aspect, a spiritual seeker aspect, or even a “me-taking-a-shower” aspect.
You have countless aspects that serve you every
day; parts of self that you created and can call forth
when needed.

In this workshop, Tobias and Adamus speak about the Aspects we
create to experience and manage our lives. An aspect represents
a certain part of you, for example the parent, the musician, warrior
or business person, the healer, a child, but also past life identities,
certain talents and abilities and even your biology are Aspects. Each
human has therefore thousands and thousands of Aspects. Aspects
are in essence the rays of your divine self.

Registration includes 15-day
access to streaming video,
and 90-day access to the text
transcript e-Reader

Aspects are normally fully integrated. However, Aspects can also
become wounded or fragmented as a result of a traumatic experience
such as physical abuse, a serious illness, divorce or an accident. Or
an Aspect can be a part of you that you deny or reject. In that case
an Aspect can become stuck or dissociated and influence your life in
an unconscious and sometimes detrimental way. In the worst case a
person can develop a Multiple Personality Disorder.

Please register by
January 20, 2021.

With the tools offered in this workshop you can start to recognize
and reintegrate those Aspects that are not fully integrated in your life
and invite them back within. This process can be very challenging and
intense, but also very liberating. By reintegrating your Aspects you can
release deep energetic wounds and begin enjoying life in a new way.

Verified Aspectology graduates
can attend for $297.50, use this
link to apply for the discount

DATE: January 22-24, 2021

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
DISCOUNT APPLICATION

1220 SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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THE CONSCIOUS CRYPTO

QUEEN

I

am on the Adamus “Invest in your future” bandwagon. Hell, I am a major
supporter of this for one reason and one reason only: it’s an opportunity
to present the Sexual Energies school in a whole new and very ‘current’
way! (I’ll explain later)
Diving into the “Invest in your future” experience has been epic for me. I
am the poster child for being the slow starter. I wanted to ‘start’ but found
the lingo laborious, tedious, boring and difficult to understand and, to add
to that burden, I have the attention span of Dory (in finding Nemo).
Every ounce of my spiritual acuity knows that learning about
Crypto currencies is the way forward, but how was I going to
overcome my inner obstacles when I was drowning in overwhelm?
Overwhelm is a funny thing. It has the capacity to prevent
brilliant ideas, inspirations and creations from ever leaving the
‘idea’ phase. And, if you are anything like me, you have probably been around the block, and are most likely completely fed
up with this repeating pattern.
Well, I am well and truly over myself. I made the commitment
to just ‘start’ and I am so glad I did, because the journey into
Crypto opened my closed, sleepy eyes.

By Leigh Bisset

THE SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
The love of my life is SES, and to this day it is unquestionably the most
life-changing and profound experience that exists on the planet today.
The most basic principle of SES is Self-love; and while it may sound
uncomplicated and easy, the reality and truth for human beings, spiritual
or not, is that Self-love does not come naturally and is not, or at least
was not, easily obtained.
Self-love is Realization. There is nothing more uncomplicated than that.
So, what does Self-love have to do with “Investing in your future”?
It has everything to do with it.
SES, in its old format, was designed for my generation and for those older
than myself, and for those who had similar experiences to ours.

THE CONSCIOUS

CRYPTO QUEEN
16
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The words, the stories and the experiences were all, word for word, ‘our
experiences.’ In SES there was no escaping from the brutality of rape, torture,
horrific abuses, and no running from the insidious ways that our energy was
stolen and how we stole in return.
We were hurt, we were harmed, and we were without a doubt very broken and fractured people at the time. It is because of SES that thousands of
Shaumbra have been able to slowly put themselves back together, piece by
piece, aspect by aspect.
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We are no longer broken, nor are we fractured. We have reclaimed lost and
wandering aspects and put a stop to victimhood, and we did it in a way that
few humans would understand. The culmination and end result of us taking
those actions is what is visible today in the Shaumbra community. This group
called Crimson Circle is now the center point for the creation of a group of
very empowered human beings.
The original SES was created specifically
for us because we carried specific attributes.
Though we didn’t remember at the time, we
wanted to see how far we could take our personal commitment to expanding consciousness,
even though it meant we might experience
intense suffering and may not find our way out.
We did it because we wanted to know how to
show others how to ‘get out’ and the good
news is we actually did it!
Tobias, in his infinite wisdom, knew that we
would one day take the principles of SES and
share it with the world, each in our own unique
way. The language of SES is what we resonated
with because it was our story. But the language
of SES is not for everyone because there is a
new wave of awakening people appearing who
do not carry the same attributes.
Fast forward to present day, enter Adamus
with “Invest in your future.”
I discovered for myself that diving into the
Crypto world can potentially, if you want it to, be
another pathway to Realization (SES = Self-love).
You may be wondering, “Leigh, how could
you possibly connect the SES principals to the
‘Invest in your future’ experience?”

SES PRINCIPLE #1:
LEARN HOW TO MANAGE OUR PERSONAL ENERGY
Entering the Crypto world has made me hyper aware of what I am putting
‘out there’ and has honed my skills in observing what I am getting in return.
(Money seems to be an efficient motivator to actually put this in practice lol).
Every time I purchase, deposit or withdraw Crypto, I also deposit (throw out,
or bank) components of my energy (how I feel about myself). This means that
I need to be very clear about what I want and do not want for myself, and be
clear about what I will and will not accept.
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The awareness of how my energy behaves started as soon as I took my first
few very small steps, preparing to learn about Crypto. When I first started, I
felt unsafe and vulnerable in the Crypto space. But that was a good cue for
me to check in on my personal energy and feel into what part of self does not
trust self, and yes, it did take time to move through that.
Call me crazy, but isn’t that the best gift
ever? To be able to see my own vulnerabilities
and fears just by exchanging invisible currencies? And when I really want to test my mettle
(strength of belief and love in self), I move
money around! Seriously, if you want to see if
you still have baggage and test the cold sweats,
just move that stuff around!
As a self-confessed extreme beginner (the
painful sort), I learned that the quickest way for
me to get over myself was to do self-checks,
(managing personal energy) and ask myself:
“How do I feel about this? Do I feel doubt, suspicion, vulnerable, anxious or fearful?”
If the answer is yes, I make sure to take care
of that aspect before I proceed forward, and I
care not if it takes me weeks, because I am dead
determined that I will not lay a foundation (the
beginning stages of Crypto) that is built on mistrust, self-doubt and fear. I refuse to inject those
nasty little energy drops into my exchanges.
They can “Sart” off! (As in the t-shirt). Those
energy draining things belong in my past, they
are not welcome in my Crypto space.
It is also great fun to observe what I am putting out there and watching how that comes
back to me (manifests) in return (pardon the
pun). Even when something goes bad, it’s
good because it is just an aspect (easily fixed).
Honestly, no matter what we do, we just can’t
go wrong!
Investing in your future has been the ultimate way for me to practice ‘standing behind the short wall’ to just observe self. Because in the Crypto world,
observing self is what is going to pay dividends, not just plain old investing
in the old way!
I think the most valuable thing I have gotten out of taking my first few steps
is knowing that the groundwork I do on this now is the foundation that will
support my future wealth. I cannot emphasize enough how important it is
to have our internal house in order before we begin, because that is what is
going to effortlessly influence future monetary outcomes.
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When it comes to this subject, I get really excited about knowing my personal energy this intimately. And even though I do not understand the practical application (yet) of investing, I absolutely thrive on and adore the SES
aspect of investing! I found my home, the place I belong, and its right here
in the starting phases of ‘Investing in your future,” because I know it’s going
to be the platform for many to awaken into their Realization. And even
though I may not be a tech wiz or the investment guru, I am a Conscious
Crypto Queen.

SES PRINCIPLE #2: THE VICTIM IS ALSO THE ABUSER
Entering the Crypto world is a brilliant opportunity to release any residual
victim mentality, because in this industry there is no room for it. Anything that
does or does not happen is on me. I am it – the sole sovereign decision maker
with no one to blame or condemn.
‘Investing in your future’ gets us used to how it feels to be responsible
for self, until we get to a point where we don’t need anything outside of
ourselves. Once we attain this state of being, the need to ‘feed’ by stealing
energy will diminish and continue to diminish until it ceases to exist.
And this is what leads to empowered sovereign beings.

SES PRINCIPLE #3:
HOW YOU EXPERIENCE LIFE IS HOW YOU PERCEIVE LIFE
I love this. The words say it all and the bottom line is “Everything literally
is my energy.”
By investing in one’s future, I don’t think there is an easier way to remind a Creator
that they are the Creator of their reality. How’s that for pure empowerment!

Time and time again I see and hear people who desperately want to be a
part of the “Invest in your future’’ bandwagon but lack the courage and selfbelief that they can do it. The fact is, they can. All anyone needs to do, to
smash through this debilitating holding pattern, is to simply begin.
The bottom line is that investing in our
future gets us used to how it feels to take
responsibility for our personal energy by
taking responsibility for our finances. And
the most outstandingly clever part in all
this is that this happens incrementally and
naturally, because even by just starting into
the world of Crypto, we repeat the cycle of
taking responsibility over and over.
It’s an opportunity to let go of residual
victim mentality and to really own our
Creator abilities because we are in the
unique position of being very motivated
to observe our energy (and the fact that all
the energy is ours).
It gives us the courage to stand on our
own two feet and say, “Hey I did it.” And
every time we do that, we gather emboldening and empowering strength within self.
The more we do it, the more we feel
it, and the more unwilling we will be to
surrender to anything or anyone but self
again. That is why I love “Invest in your
future.” The knowledge of the gift it can
offer us (if we want it), is too beautiful
for words.
If you want it, just begin.

SES PRINCIPLE #4: ALIYAH (SELF-LOVE)
As for Aliyah, what better way to love myself than for me to refine the
attributes listed above and jump in a hot steamy, sensual bath of wealth?
(Abundance is a direct reflection how much I am willing to give to and love
myself, aka Self-Love.)

FINAL NOTE
I think there has been an extraordinary gift contained in allowing myself to
go through the process slowly, because it allows me to see the ‘blockage and
sabotage’ part in myself and in others.
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Investing is the practical application, but it’s
our consciousness that pays the dividends.

Leigh found the Crimson Circle in 2003 and was an SES teacher for a number of years. She lives in Perth, Western Australia and enjoys anything that is
related to SES. She can be reached via email or on Facebook.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of purchase (or
from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available.
We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

• The Master’s Life, Part 11: Living Energy
• The Master’s Life, Part 12: Pathways to Realization
• New Earth Update
• Passion of the Merlin
• ProGnost 2014 – It’s Happening Now
• ProGnost™ 2016
• ProGnost™ 2016 UPDATE
• ProGnost™ 2017 – Bridge to Theos
• ProGnost™ 2017 UPDATE – 6 Ways the World is Changing
• ProGnost™ 2018 – Last Era of the Mind
• ProGnost™ 2018 UPDATE – Goodbye Gaia
• ProGnost™ 2019 – The Dragon Enters
• ProGnost™ 2019 UPDATE – For the Dreamers
• ProGnost™ 2020 – Planetary Awakening
• ProGnost™ 2020 UPDATE – Adamonomics 101!
• Quantum Allowing
• The Simple Master – Allowing & And
• Timeless – A Journey Beyond
• Wound of Adam

• 10 Years with Adamus
• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic
• Ancestral Freedom Update
• Consciousness Revolution
• DreamWalker ® Birth
• DreamWalker® Death 2020
• Four Masters in Munich
• Journey of the Angels Update
• Magic of the Masters
• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration
• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here
• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment
• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality
• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo
• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!
• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation
• The Master’s Life, Part 8: Nova Vita
• The Master’s Life, Part 9: Realusion
• The Master’s Life, Part 10: Way Out

PASSION OF THE MERLIN

Broadcast:
Cost:
Access:

Now playing

$345
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
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Our journey of eons and lifetimes must eventually culminate in Realization. While it is nothing that the human
can accomplish, the soul’s enlightenment is inevitable.
The human’s only duty is to experience and allow the
awareness of the I Am. Aided by the dragon, the Master
visits every moment of every lifetime, collecting the
wisdom until Merlin emerges, unbound by time and
therefore truly free. As the human turns to face its timeless Self, another Ascended Master appears.
Bringing together extraordinary Ascended Masters,
inspiring presenters, and more than 1,500 conscious
beings from around the world, this was a landmark
event – a culmination of the Atlantean Dream and a
testament to the tenacity, passion and commitment of
Shaumbra. Full of laughter, inspiration, sneak peeks,
deep merabhs and profound messages, this is an experience you will never forget.

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

DREAMWALKER DEATH 2020

Broadcast:
Cost:
Access:

Now playing

$595
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
WATCH EXCERPTS

The transition called death is nothing to fear. In fact, it
can bring tremendous wisdom, freedom and rejuvenation. DreamWalking is the profoundly beautiful act of
assisting someone in their transition. You will learn how
to traverse the Near Earth Realms without getting distracted by spooks, move through the pure Crystalline
Realms of creation, and on to a brand-new place of
release and rejuvenation called Novoo, far beyond the
gravity and fears of mass consciousness.
You will also experience three DreamWalks – an homage to your final lifetime on Earth, a DreamWalk of
personal transformation with Merlin as your guide,
and a DreamWalk in which you accompany an actual
client or loved one, guided by Adamus. “As the
planet evolves, we’re changing the very nature of
death, and that changes the very nature of life itself.”
– Adamus Saint-Germain

PROGNOST 2020 UPDATE: ADAMONOMICS 101
“Economy” is simply the movement of energy, whether
in the world’s financial systems or in your own inner
House. The Master understands that it’s all your own
energy serving you and therefore allows abundance in
every form. The antithesis of this is debt, which “keeps
you in owing instead of owning.” Adamus shares very
clear insights and suggestions about cryptocurrency,
investments, debt and conscious corporations.
Broadcast:
Cost:
Access:

Now playing

$75
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

He also talks about viruses and the important service
they provide in bringing energetic balance. He then
discusses the four main types of economies and how
it is time for drastic change on the planet, because
it’s safe enough for big shifts. In fact, this is why you’re
here, to radiate your light for those who are creating
the new economies and systems. It’s time for Shaumbra
to get over their issues with corporations and look
below the surface at what is really happening.
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EMBODIED REALIZATION:
NOT JUST AN INTERESTING
CONCEPT

T

he journey to
Embodied Realization is
riddled with doubts.

Over the years I’ve heard Adamus making statements and
promises that were so bold they made me raise an eyebrow or
two. He promised us magic, multidimensional and timeless living,
a power-less life, and that all the energy is ours. He said that it’s all
natural and it’s going to happen
anyway and all we had to do is to
allow it.
It is easy to feel doubtful when
you hear this and I’ve had my share
of doubts about whether I can be
realized in this lifetime. After all,
who am I to join the prestigious
club of Buddha, St. Germain, Yeshua,
Kuthumi, and Madame Blavatsky? I’m
just a lowly human...or am I?

By Merav Knafo

It seems that with every introduction
of a bold promise or a new concept, my
default state is doubt and skepticism, but
then I have a mind-blowing experience that shatters that doubt and takes
me to a new level of acceptance and allowing, and a new excitement for
what’s to come.

THE SEXUAL ENERGY VIRUS
In the summer of 2016, I was sitting in an apartment in Milan, attending the
Sexual Energies School. Tobias & Adamus were talking about a “virus” that is
everywhere and that results in power games, energy feeding, sexual abuse, and
pretty much every other human issue.
I wasn’t sure why they were calling this thing a “virus.” They were using the
word too loosely, I thought. A virus is physical. It has a shape and a form, but
they were talking about a kind of energetic virus. Nevertheless, I thought it was
an interesting concept.

EMBODIED REALIZATION:
NOT JUST AN INTERESTING CONCEPT
24
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That night, in my hotel room, I performed Aliyah then went to sleep. Soon I was
woken by violent shaking. My entire body was rocking and what looked like sparks
were shooting from behind my jaws. It didn’t stop. All night, I shook and sparked.
By the time morning came, I realized that the Sexual Energy Virus may not be physical, but it was still very real. It resides inside our physical bodies – and the previous
night, it had poured out of mine.
That was when I realized that the Sexual Energy Virus was more than an
interesting concept.
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THE 45-60 DAYS EXPERIENCE
At the Emergence Shoud 9, May 2019, Adamus told us that over the next
45 to 60 days, “something” would come along.
“You’re going to have an experience in the next 45 to 60 days that’s going
to seem so incredible, beyond, ungrounded, unreal, dreamlike, almost horrific like, a little bit of everything, and that whole experience is about getting
you out of the mind.”
Again, I was skeptical. It sounded like a bold
promise to make to all the Shoud listeners. He was
promising a powerful experience to thousands of
people in a very specific timeframe.

A couple of months ago, that integration between my physical body and my
Free Energy Body led to an entirely new experience.
It happened when I was almost, but not quite, asleep so it definitely wasn’t
a dream. As I lay in bed, I saw in front of me what looked like a hologram of
my body. Parts of my body were falling out and other parts were changing.
Soon, I started to levitate, and I remained there for some time.
It was fascinating to watch, and a very exciting and uplifting experience
to undergo.

Two nights later, as I lay asleep, I had an experience that was definitely not a dream.
I was in a room with my back to a glass wall. A girl
outside called my name. When I turned towards her,
I was swiftly sucked through the glass and into a tunnel that led to another dimension. I don’t remember
what happened next but at the time, it was vivid and
real. And very exciting. When I woke, I realized that
this was what Adamus had promised.
Over the following month, I had two more multidimensional experiences. Those experiences were
some of the most exciting events of my life. They
helped me understand why I had chosen to remain
as an embodied master. I now expect multidimensional experiences to be a regular part of my life.
They’ve made my human life look pretty dull in comparison and I can’t wait to experience more.
Once again, Adamus’ promise turned out to be real.

THE FREE ENERGY BODY INTEGRATION
In Keahak 9, in The Master’s Life 1 – Transfiguration,
and in a number of Shouds, Adamus talked about
the physical body being integrated into the Free Energy Body.
This time, I knew exactly what he was talking about. For the past few years,
and more intensely over the past six months, my whole body feels like it’s
gently vibrating as soon as I lie down to sleep. Sometimes the vibration is
not gentle at all and feels more like shaking. Sometimes the vibrating is so
unrelenting that I feel my body is about to come out of itself. At other times,
I’ve wondered if there’s an earthquake because it’s so intense, but no, it’s just
another integration session.
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When I tuned in the next day, I received the knowing that the experience
was a quantum leap of my Free Energy Body integration. I also had shed
some of the Anayatron and released a bunch of energy patterns that no longer served me.
That super intense experience was another reminder that the Free Energy
Body integration and Anayatron shedding were more than a concept. They
were real and I had been experiencing them for a while.
I haven’t had that kind of experience since, but the vibrating continues –
every night.
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BODY ACHES AND PAINS
It hasn’t all been uplifting and exciting experiences though. Body
aches are a less-fun indication of this Free Energy Body integration
process. I often feel like an arthritic 85-year-old with aches in my knees,
hips, shoulders, and back. There’s no reason for those aches and no
disease. As all my body systems are being overhauled, my Anayatron
is shedding, and my Free Energy Body integrates further, my physical body is feeling the strain. Sometimes I wonder if “Embodied
Realization” is such a great idea. It’s certainly not a painless one!

“Animal and human investigations indicate that the impact of trauma experienced by mothers affects early offspring development, but new research is
also discovering that it is also actually encoded into the DNA of subsequent
generations.” [source]
That was what the Dragon had been clearing away.

EXPERIENCING THE DRAGON
When Adamus explained the concept of the Dragon in Threshold
Online, I thought I knew exactly what he meant. I’ve had plenty of
Dragon experiences: dark days in which I felt depressed for no reason;
days of feeling out of sorts with no logical explanation. That was what
he was describing, right?
On the second day, Adamus suggested that we formally invite the
Dragon in. That seemed a bit dramatic. I had already had plenty of
Dragon experiences. I wondered what a formal invitation could do.
That night, I went to sleep and again had an experience that was
definitely no dream.
It started with very strong chills all over my body. This was more
than a typical coldness. It was an all-consuming shiver that arrived with
nausea. I had never felt anything like it. I didn’t hear the whisper that Adamus
had talked about. I didn’t see the Dragon. But I felt it at that moment, with
every fiber of my being.
When the chills ended, I started seeing events from past lives that were
about guilt and shame. They were horrible and very hard to watch. I hadn’t
been previously aware of these events, so there was no way to clear them
myself. That’s why the Dragon was there.
The visions were awful, but they were soon replaced by what looked like an
ice tray that hung vertically in front of me. It had ten rows and two columns,
and from each slot a dragon’s talon was clearing away whatever lay inside.
When the tray had been cleared, another showed up, then another, and
another. Over the next four hours, from 9pm when I went to bed (like any
respectable 85-year old lady) until 1am, the trays appeared and were cleared
by the Dragon.
It was the trays that so surprised me at the time. Why would my guilt and
shame be organized into “trays”? The next day, I figured out my answer. I
realized these trays were actually my DNA.
It has been proven scientifically for a while now that we keep our trauma
from past and present lives and of our ancestors, inside our DNA:
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The experience wasn’t pleasant, but I knew then that the Dragon was real.
It’s here to clear away all guilt and shame, especially the events that we’re not
even aware of. The Dragon is not just an interesting concept, it is real.

CONCLUSION
If you still have doubts about your journey to Embodied Realization,
remember this quote:
“...to the mind it may sound incredible, exaggerated, grandiose. And to
the mind I say, ‘Fuck you.’ ...It’s not grandiose. It’s not a made-up story, not
anything other than finally coming back to truth and clarity...Isn’t it funny
how the mind has a way of minimizing? Says, ‘Oh, it couldn’t possibly be
true.’ Grandiose? No. No, not at all. Exaggerated? Heh, not at all.”
Adamus, Shoud 9 (May 2019), Emergence Series
And if you’re yet to have experiences that prove this is more than a delusion, I hope my story gives you some extra validation and helps you to open
up and allow your own experiences to enfold for you.
I can promise you that Embodied Realization is more than just an
“interesting concept”!

Merav Knafo is an awardwinning software designer,
a technologist and a serial
entrepreneur. Over the past
20 years she started six companies and sold five of them.
After traveling and living
abroad for 7 years, she finally
repatriated in The Big Island
of Hawaii, perfecting the Art
of Allowing and enjoying the
beauty of nature in this amazing energy vortex. She may be
contacted on Facebook.
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Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

A GLOBAL FAMILY
We’ve always known there are Shaumbra all over the world. However, due to recent curiosity, we took a closer look at both the mailing list and database, and were astounded to find
Shaumbra entries from more than 150 countries and territories!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Afganistan
Angulla
Algeria
Andorra
Anguilla
Antartica
Antigua
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Arzerbeijan
Australia
Austria
Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Bermuda
Bolivia
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
• Botswana
• Brazil
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Bulgaria
Cambodia
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Chile
China
Cocos Islands
Colombia
Congo
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Savador
Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

France
French Polynesia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Greenland
Guadeloupe
Guatemala
Guernsey
Guyana
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jersey

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kongo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Lebanon
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malaysia
Malta
Mauritius
México
Moldova
Monaco
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Norway

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Russia
Saint Christopher
(St.Kitts) & Nevis
Saint Helena
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent &
Grenadines
San Marino
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
South Sudan
Spain

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sri Lanka
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Trinidad and
Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turks and Caicos
Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
Virgin Islands
Western Sahara
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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DANCING WITH LIMITATIONS

DANCING

WITH LIMITATIONS

T

his little story was inspired by the recent
25-word rule discussion on Facebook.

The other day I met a very religious lady,
one who never lets me forget about that when she
shows up in my life from time to time. I talked to her
about consciousness, and she listened with interest.
She started to say nice things about me, saying she
had prophetic skills and that her “Father in
heaven” was very proud of me. When she
asked if she could give me some blessings,
I said it wouldn’t make any difference to me
and she laughed. But I did not expect her to
stand up and put her hand on my head. She
had been drinking too much red wine, and
her hand felt heavy like a helmet. She said
that her Father in heaven was telling me to
stand up in respect for myself. She was very
loud and demanding, due to the amount of
By Elin Dukana
alcohol she had consumed, so I stood up –
and felt even more pressed down.
The situation was hilarious, and I hoped
anyone passing by would understand it that
way, and not take it too seriously. But I did feel a little
bit ashamed to be participating in a religious act playing
out in the open. I had not been prepared for that. Then
I began to get impatient, because the never-ending
speech wasn’t coming to any conclusion; it was only an
endless repetition of words. I complained, I was rude,
but she just laughed and went on with it forever and
ever, like she would never let me go. When she finally
stopped, I immediately said good night and left.
A few days later, a neighbor called me asking for help
in selling his apartment, which would include preparing,
advertising, showing it and so on. He would pay me, but
the amount was only a quarter of what he had offered
me two years earlier for the very same job. Back then,
he had changed his mind and decided not to sell, and I
got nothing but the experience. All the work I did back
then on the announcements and publicity would still be
valid, but I didn’t mention that. I told him that he had
actually helped me because, from that experience, I had
refused to charitably help another person with her sale,
which felt like a huge relief. Soon after that, and completely unexpected, someone else offered me a good
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amount of money for doing the same job, but this time I would get the half of
it up front. That sounded nice! I got the money, sold the flat in a week, then
received the rest of the payment. And suddenly people came to me from
all over, wanting my services in the same way, and sending me money
without hesitation.
I didn’t get to tell him about all that,
however, because as soon as I mentioned the work I had done last time, he
became so stressed out that he ended
the conversation. He obviously thought
I expected him to pay for it. He didn’t
get it, when I said that this experience
actually had been of value to me. It felt
so good, to be able to tell him clearly
that I was not interested in his offer. I’d
had enough of patiently ignoring his
manipulations. I’d had enough of letting
people treat me poorly, in so many ways.
After the hilarious blessing show, I
had asked myself why I so often laugh
inside when I’m in uncomfortable situations with people. It doesn’t solve anything. It just makes it less hurtful when
I secretly ridicule them. Then I got it. It
was just an act of protection, because
I had passively observed myself being
treated in hurtful ways all my life. So,
when I felt abused and alone in a harsh
world, I turned it into entertainment, a
way of being nice to myself. At least it
protected me from feeling like a victim.
And more than anything, I would never
want to hurt anyone, no matter what
they did to me. (I really couldn’t. In my
teens sometimes at bedtime I imagined
waking up at night by the sound of a ladder outside my window, imagining that I
would be prepared to smack the fingers
as soon as they appeared into my room.
My only concern was that the intruder
would fall down and get hurt. That really
worried me.)
And then, the 25-word rule discussion
on Facebook made me see what was
going on. I wondered why so many Shaumbra still play the blame game when
they feel limited and controlled by rules or by other people. Don’t they know
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they are creating it all for themselves? Every single experience! And it’s there
to serve them. I liked the invitation from Tobias many years ago to dance
with whatever comes to your door. What if everyone takes responsibility for
their own creation? As a conscious creator, I know that whatever my experience would be, it is just my personal perception. I put it there for a reason. I
attracted it to let it serve me. If it brings up emotions, those emotions might
hold a gift for me. I just have to allow it. If I blame someone else for my own
feeling of being limited, the last thing I need is an explanation for the mind.
The limitation is personal. Own it! It’s so easy to forget.
Then I remembered the words from the religious drunk lady’s Father in
heaven. She had told me to stand up in respect for My Self. That was ME she
had channeled! I’m God also! But she could only trust it to be from her Father
in heaven, as she had learned. I realized that my part of the experience was
my own creation. I had heard exactly what I needed to hear. I just didn’t get
it, because I was too busy ridiculing the unpleasant situation, which I felt a
strong resistance to. In fact, I silently blamed her for holding me down while
she told me to stand up in respect. At that moment, I actually could have
stood up straight and told her to stop, but I didn’t want to upset her. Instead,
I blamed her for it all. I stayed in the experience, unaware that I felt ashamed
of my own choice.
Yet somehow, the message still got through to me. In speaking my truth
to the man on the phone, I was standing up in respect for myself. By taking
responsibility for what I had created for myself, there was nothing to blame.
Not him, not the religious drunk lady, not any of those who appeared to have
treated me badly. For some reason, there seemed to be a number of people
ill-treating me in many different ways in the last weeks. Now I could see how
they all played a part in getting me to this clarity about my own dignity. They
didn’t even know what an important part they were playing for me.
This is how I create exactly what I need. It’s just there, on my private stage
right in front of me, and people around me play their roles for free. That’s my
abundance! No wonder I find it amusing, even when it feels rather uncomfortable sometimes. And yet, standing up for myself feels so much more satisfying, like a celebration of a new level of dignity coming in for integration,
simply by allowing.

Elin has been with Crimson Circle since 2002. Inspired by a vision, she
left everything behind and started moving around to many places, until
she ended up participating in the transformation of a huge hotel in the
mountains of Norway. She entertains herself by writing stories about
her experiences from different perspectives. Elin may be contacted on
Facebook or via email.
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Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products in the CC store. To leave your own feedback on any class or
product, simply go to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

before death, moving on to how to organize a celebration of life even the dead will enjoy, and how to walk
with a soul on their path through the realms, shining
light on their highest, fulfilling potentials, while compassionately accepting where they might stop instead.
DreamWalker Death shows there is no end to creation
and our existence in it.

This is such an epic story. For me this is the real history
class. I can feel it resonating inside. Remembering why I
AM are here, and the simple beauty of being here. Deep
resonance of the remembering in my soul.
~ IW

~ SS

IT IS ALL IN THE WALL
$195
$145

FULFILLMENT
I have had the feeling of “full circle” each time I have
gone through classes in the last year or so. Now I have
come home. Now I’m ready for my realization. At the
same time seeing that this clarity has been in materials
during more than twenty years, I wonder why it has been
so long to get the message. Oh, I have to be ready for it!
My feeling after listening and watching this class is being
proud of participating in creation. My heart was swelling,
as I sat enjoying the silence after the sessions. This is The
Class (together with Journey of the Angels) to make you
ready for your realization in this lifetime. Recommended!
~ FA

MUST SEE
This is my favorite story told by my favorite storyteller,
Tobias. It takes you on a journey deep inside. Only now,
watching it for the nth time, I realized how deeply it goes.
I was there on the ocean of consciousness in that boat, in
full experience of my first creation.
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If I were to take one book with me onto a remote island,
it would be Journey of the Angels.
Tobias did the impossible of creating a “story” using
human words, about events, dynamics, and experiences that can’t really be spoken! He tapped into the soul
memories of every Shaumbra and “put them together”
in a non-linear way that would trigger the remembrance
of our deepest experiences, from Oneness … all the way
to realizing now that our Sovereignty is still there after
everything we have experienced! An epic masterpiece
from the heart of Shaumbra. I will love this story long after I will have integrated it, for the sheer beauty it holds.
~ SS

FEEL WHERE YOU CAME FROM
This class has some potentials to be felt, some to be remembered, and it is quite an experience in itself, one
that I would recommend anytime. Even if it is told in a
form of a story, the feeling experience of it brings so
much more than a book, or even audio study material.
For me it is the best way of feeling and remembering
where I came from and what the experience on Earth is
all about. As Adamus points out, this material was kind of
a sleeper, meaning that all the information was prepared
for the appropriate moment, which is now.
~ FM

$595

GO BEYOND THE FEAR OF DEATH
What a wonderful class! It clearly shows that death is
not the end, but a transition. Just think of the impact it
will have on your life if you are not afraid of dying, and
if that knowledge could spread out to all of humanity!
Adamus suggests using the word “ascension” instead
of “death,” because that is actually what it is.
DWD has a double purpose; it is for yourself, your own
experiences, and you also learn how to guide one who
has just died to the other side. The part I love the most
is on the second day, where Adamus guides us in a
DreamWalk for ourselves, to die from the old. It was
so deep and so touching. Afterwards I felt so liberated.
~ AMA

TRANSFORMATIVE TRANSITIONS
DreamWalker Death brings back the knowledge, the art
and beauty of conscious Death, the purpose why we
created death in the first place, and how to move past
the dark twists and judgements piled on it by churches, and the sheer personal pain it seemed to involve.
It provides comprehensive practical guidelines starting

$33

JOURNEY TO THE TRUE YOU
I Am True takes you to a place where you can allow
yourself to feel the true you. To me, the experience with
this Master’s Pause is so very subtle that it is very difficult to put into words. Adamus says that doubt comes
up very strongly just before realization. Well, I guess
that most of us has experienced doubt a lot in our lives,
but as I feel it, now more than ever. Is all of this real or
just another game? He asks us to embrace the doubt,
instead of what we mostly do, run from it. It is here to
push us, so we don’t get too comfortable in an un-natural state of being, to help us remember our true nature.
~ AMA
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I was never a very disciplined person and I do like the
world’s pleasures. When I first heard Adamus’ approach
to Realization, I actually felt a great relief. For more than
ten years he has told us – and still keeps telling us – that
“Enlightenment is natural, Realization is a given, you
don’t need to make any effort for it.” It just made so
much more sense to take it easy, simply relax into your
Realization and enjoy the ride.
Now, of course, with 2020 nearing it’s well deserved
and long-awaited end, the question that really burns
within a true Shaumbra heart is: “Realized or Not?”

2020 –
REALIZED
OR NOT?

Since a young age I was fascinated by the concept of enlightenment or what
Adamus calls Realization. I became a traveler and seeker, visiting Buddhist monasteries and ancient Hindu temples in India, meeting yogis in secluded Himalayan
caves and Sufis in the Arabian desert. I encountered quite some differences in
those spiritual traditions and practices, but there was a common thread among
them. This shared principle about the pursuit of enlightenment was, simply, hard
work. Reaching this common goal demanded a lot of discipline and total disengagement from the sinful world of transient pleasures.
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By Gerhard Fankhauser

This music is especially helpful for:
• Chronic frustration about not yet being realized
• Too much energy and excitement after being realized
• Anxiety about the whole process of Realization
• Confusion about whether you are realized or not

Listen, enjoy and relax!

RELAX INTO
REALIZATION
– VOL. II

FREE!

A gift from Yoham
and the Crimson Circle
This is it, our time of Realization, and
we truly hope that this music inspires you
and gracefully supports your journey to
embodied enlightenment. Volume II of
Relax into Realization is based on compositions that came to Gerhard during 2020
and is an expression of different phases he
experienced during this extraordinary year.

W

hat amazing times we live in! 2020 has been an extraordinary year
for humanity and the planet. We are still in the middle of a pandemic
and facing severe limitations to our individual freedom, travel restrictions and ‘social distancing’ measures, as well as a world in political, social and
economic unrest that came along with it. Parallel and in sharp contrast to all of
that, it has been a milestone year for Shaumbra. According to Adamus, 2020 was
the year of Realization and many of us crossed the threshold, chose realization
and allowed it.

Regardless of your answer to this question, there is
good news! Relax into Realization – Volume II is here and
freely available to all of you, realized or not. It is a gift to

all Shaumbra out there on this bumpy, lonely, magical,
surprising, ever-exciting, frustrating, mysterious and ultimately fulfilling path to – and after – Realization.

The general mode is positive and uplifting with tunes like the “Realization” song,
the only track with lyrics, or “Master’s
Lounge,” a very chilled Ukulele tune. But
this album contains also some tracks with
a deeper, more complex and jazzy expression like “Hope” and “Ease and Grace.”
The last two tracks, “New Horizons” and
“Freedom” are especially dedicated to all
our Shaumbra friends who crossed over
and left their body in this year of transition,
a farewell to our fellow travelers.

Tracks
1. Hope (4:15)
2. Ease and Grace (4:06)
3. Realization (3:35)
4. Master’s Lounge (4:49)
5. New Horizons (7:21)

Format:
Downloadable audio (mp3)
Cost: $00
Featuring: Gerhard Fankhauser
and Einat Gilboa
Recorded at MG Home Studios;
mixed & mastered at Onyx Studio
by Shahar Kaufman

6. Freedom (6:05)
MORE INFO
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT
gone through a period of intense grieving, coupled with celebration for their new
freedom. There have been several levels to this farewell, from mourning the loss
of their immediate presence in my life, to the bitter sweetness of disconnecting
from a rarely-found member of my erstwhile angelic family. Some days, the ache
still rolls through in waves. However, my human experience can go from shattering on Heartbreak Shoal to skimming the Energy Surf, depending on where I
choose to place my attention or, better said, depending on whether I’m choosing
harmony or dissonance. I’ll try to explain.

REALIZING
HARMONY

Imagine a symphony orchestra made up of hundreds of musicians and their
instruments, along with a large choir. Imagine that each of these musicians have
gone through their own personal lives and dealt with many different situations.
They might have been born into a dysfunctional family or a healthy one; they may
have thrived or struggled in school; they got through puberty and into adulthood
with varying degrees of passion, love and trauma. Somewhere along the way they
chose an instrument, practicing day after day, maybe driving the neighbors crazy
or almost giving up, but eventually earning their coveted spot in the orchestra.
They still exist in their individual lives, playing and practicing on their own, until
the big day comes and it’s time to gather for the grand performance.

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager

Now, imagine all these musicians as aspects. They’re going about their own
business, living out their unique stories, making music in their own way, until eventually they are called together. Even while taking their places in the orchestra it’s
still a bit chaotic as they practice the rough spots and tune up their instruments.
Then the Maestro steps out on stage; the Master who calls everyone to attention. It’s time for each former soloist to integrate into the collective whole for the
epic production they’ve been preparing for their entire existence. It’s time for
the magic to begin; time to experience the most soul-touching, heart-wrenching,
passion-igniting immersive musical experience you’ve ever dreamt of. Regardless
of anything that was going on before, now there is total harmony among the players as the Master brings them together in the soul’s true Song.
Remember how Adamus has said that energy is simply communication, the
song of your soul? I always related that to my single human voice singing a melody – nice enough but unremarkable – and had therefore completely missed the
real picture. There is actually a gigantic symphony orchestra and choir inside me!
And now that most of the players have been called together, integrated into my
Oneness and playing my Song, the music is simply out of this world.

I

want to share a story – two stories, really – made partly of a dream and partly
of “real life.” The first story is about harmony, particularly harmony with self,
and how it can deeply affect the human experience. I recently said goodbye
to an extremely dear friend who moved to another part of the country. Over the
last year or so we grew very close and, although the friendship continues, I have
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It doesn’t happen all at once, of course. But this symphony will be playing for
a while, so there’s no rush. Is there a voice singing out of tune, still clinging to
her own song of fear and dread? Is there a musician still believing in his inability
to play anything of value? No matter, the Maestro simply doesn’t invite them on
stage until they’re ready to join in the real Song. I don’t have to “try” to be in
harmony with myself or anybody else. The Maestro has already stepped onto my
stage and the harmony is already happening. I need only take a breath, listen, and
watch my entire reality landscape begin to shift.
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In other words, I – meaning my human perception and awareness – can choose
where to put my attention. I can focus in on the discordant, clashing voices still
clamoring out in the street, or I can take a deep breath and sink into the exquisite harmonies within. Neither choice is wrong or right, but each one provides an
exceedingly different experience of the same event.
When it comes to the human pain of loss, if I leave my inner concert hall and
focus on the disconsolate aspects still clinging to their old stories, it hurts all the
more. However, if I take a breath and feel into the harmony, I hear my orchestra
dipping to a gentle background murmur while the plaintive, keening tones wash
through my heart, then picking up an even sweeter theme as the melody of life
continues on. I miss my friend terribly, but even in the loss there is exquisite harmony, the sad longing notes adding a richness and depth to my soul’s Song. And
lately, that Song has really caught my attention.
I’ve been taking moments throughout the day to “tune in” to the music
that’s now always playing in my inner auditorium. Sometimes it’s lively with
excitement or shrill with urgency, then the deeper tones come forward as
I sink into a calmer space. Sometimes the percussion feels like it’s literally
driving me down the road, and other times the piccolos match the bird
songs outside. There are tunes of peace, melancholy, anticipation, weariness, passion and breathtaking beauty, all playing out in the ebb and flow
of the harmony within.
When night comes, I linger in the soothing strains of a lullaby perfectly
scored to gather up the threads of the day and guide me off to dreamland.
In the morning, I take a few minutes to tune in again. The music, still echoing
with remnants of dreams and nighttime adventures, soon picks up tempo
and begins filling in the notes of my day, all under the compassionate direction of the Maestro.
Helpful to note here is the fact that becoming aware of one’s inner harmony
makes it a lot easier to perceive what is out of harmony. There might be little
bands of aspects performing their moldy oldies at your dark inner dive bars
or roaming buskers looking for attention on the street corners of your reality
landscape. They might bray louder than ever, trying to grab the last flickers of
your spotlight with shouts of fear about the state of your life or the world. But
the less attention you give these jarring voices, the sooner they’ll give up on
the old tunes and find their way to a seat in your orchestra of creation.
The more familiar you become with your innate harmony, the easier it is
to catch the discord when it pops up. Which brings me to the second story,
set in motion by a dream.
I haven’t kept a dream journal for years, but now and then I wake up with
something that sticks with me until I write it down. This time it was a ‘simple’
dream about my house but, in exploring it more deeply, a whole mountain
of proverbial pennies dropped into place.
In the dream, I needed to move out of my house to someplace new, and
wondered how I would ever be able to get everything cleaned, sorted and
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packed up in time. The house was a lot messier than it is in “real life” and I had one
week to get the job done. I also discovered a dumpy old woman poking around
upstairs without my permission and told her to leave immediately, feeling very
annoyed at the intrusion. It was a very intense and tiring dream, made even worse
when I realized that the dream version of my current home was part of a sprawling
residence that has existed in my dreamworld for as long as I can remember.
Now, this old ‘dream dwelling’ is quite strange. It showed up decades ago, first
with dreams of trekking through the wilderness looking for it, then moving on
to all sorts of situations and experiences taking place within it. It’s a shanty town
made of filthy, musty falling-down shacks, rooms, alleys and secret passageways
cobbled together inside and on top of each other, all teetering on a deeply forested mountainside. Clearly it represents my human experience on Earth – lifetimes of filth and squalor, a few pockets of beauty and love, and all interconnected
in utterly mystifying ways.
Since everything at this
place is full of frustration
and confusion, imagine the
irritation that my beautiful
‘now’ home is part of it too!
In ‘real life’ I’ve often wondered why I feel so weary
when there’s no good reason to. Sure, we’re doing
a lot on many levels, but
it often feels like there’s
some invisible ballast holding me down when I want
to soar. Journaling about
this dream, I realized that
this ghastly mountainside
slum has been a constant,
nagging mess that’s always,
always pulling at me. I don’t
want to live like that anymore, whether in my imagination or anywhere else,
but when will I ever be able
to clean it up?
And with that question,
the epiphany landed. What
if I simply walk away?
What if I leave it to the
scavengers,
let
nature
reclaim the place, and allow
all that filthy stuck energy to
return to neutral?
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My past – as messy, tangled and convoluted as anything I can imagine – is
nothing I can ever clean up or solve. I’ve added to it lifetime after lifetime – piling
up aspects and junk, building additions of teetering belief systems, guilty secret
passages running between them all – swearing I’d fix it all up ‘someday’ and make
everything beautiful. Ugh. No wonder I feel tired all the time!!
It’s like having a dark, crumbling attic where all your ‘precious things’ are stored,
that’s somehow connected to a creepy old basement where years of rubbish has
been thrown, hoping that ‘someday’ you’ll find the time to get it all sorted out
and cleaned up. Yet, year after year the mess gets deeper and fouler, constantly
dragging you down. That’s simply no way to live, and it’s definitely not in harmony!
I could spend another whole lifetime sorting the mess – while adding to it, of
course – or I can simply walk away.
But wait, what if there’s something useful in the rubble? You never know when
I might need some of this old junk. These old treasures might come in handy...
No! Where I’m going, anything I need will simply be there. I no longer have to
be in service to the upkeep of this ancient slum. Wandering scavengers can take
whatever they want, energy will go back to its natural state, and I bring with me
only wisdom, skill, and memories. The past was full – much beauty and much
squalor, much love and much despair – but it is no longer mine to maintain. I
simply walk away. And with that, I am free.
Interestingly, there were several follow-up dreams to this one: scenes of driving
away from the forest, random people trying (unsuccessfully) to tag along, mountainsides tumbling down, water washing everything away, and more. In my physical life, I have been sorting through boxes of old stuff, kept for no reason other
than “I’ve had it for a long time,” and giving or throwing heaps of it away. My
literal basement and attic spaces are clearing out, and I feel tremendous openness
and space for true harmony in every part of my life.
There has been a LOT to feel. One doesn’t upend hundreds of lifetimes without stirring up some deep stuff, and I still miss my friend terribly. But there is a
new softness in my world, along with a curious absence of that grinding weariness. Above all, there is a constant, gentle awareness of harmony. I am aware
of deep, resonant melodies that swell and fade and sing and flow through my
being, and this harmony is reflected more and more in my outer world. Things,
people and situations have appeared that would never have found a landing
place in that teetering old ghetto.
And the dragon? She might possibly have started a wildfire or two on that distant mountain. And she takes great delight in pointing out any lingering threads
still attached to the old squalor or, claws over her ears, breathing fire if she catches
me paying attention to some squalling aspect.
In the new Master’s Pause “I Am Free,” Adamus talks about how the past is
one of the things we drag around that keeps us away from freedom. My personal
metaphor is a little different than his, but I can attest that this deep harmony and
freedom is worth far, far more to me than a few dusty old belongings and ancient
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responsibilities. Letting them go is quite disorienting, even unnerving at first, but
the void is quickly filled with sublime harmony and absolute love.
I need nothing from the past. I simply walk away, enter my concert hall, and
luxuriate in the creative Symphony of my soul.
What comes next? Well, a voice in resonance can shatter crystal. A soul in oneness creates universes. And a heart in harmony? Perhaps it holds the love that can
melt diamonds...

It’s worth noting that Aspectology, one of the classes
most responsible for completely changing my life, is
being offered in a few weeks. I highly recommend it.
More info HERE.

NEW ANGELS
GR AT I T UDE
We would like to acknowledge the Crimson Circle
Angels for your unfailing energetic and financial
support. Without you, we would not be able to
make this extensive library of material available to
conscious and aware humans around the world.
Your support means everything!

Welcome to our newest Angels!

In grateful appreciation to the Crimson Circle Angels
from around the world.
The Crimson Circle Staff

Marius Baragan

Anita Schreiber

Marko Urosevic

Arthur Paszkiewicz

Rick Molnar

Elaine Cowell

Sarah Kinoshita

Fabio Gaudenzi

Silke Henn

Helga Ortmayr

Theresia Lindgren

Kurt Hohensee

Tibor Heydenreich

If you would like to become a Crimson Circle Angel, please click here to subscribe and see Angel benefits.
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NEW VIDEOS

Category

Title

Language

NEW VIDEOS

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Link

CLOUD
CLASS

DreamWalker Birth

BR, DE, DK, ES, FR, HU, IT, PT,
RO, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

DreamWalker Death
2020 Online

FR

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

Journey Of the Angels
Update

BR, DE, DK, ES, FR, GR, IT, JP,
PL, PT, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

Passion of the Merlin
(channels only)

FR, DE, ES, IT

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

Threshold Online
(Feb 2021 event)

DE, ES, FR, IT, KO, PT

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML 11 – Living Energy

BR, BG, CZ, DE, ES, FR, GR, HU,
IT, JP, NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, TR

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML 12 – Pathways
to Realization

BG, CZ, DE, ES, FR, GR, HU,
IT, JP, PL, PT, RO, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

ProGnost 2020 Update Adamonomics 101

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, GR, IT, JP,
PT, RO, RU

MORE
INFO

DREAMWALK

DreamWalk of
Realization

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, PL,
RO, RU, SL

MORE
INFO

PSC

New Energy Synchrotize

BG, BR, DE, ES, FR, HU, JP,
NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, SR

MORE
INFO

FREE

About Coronavirus

BR, CZ, DE, FI, FR, IT, JP, KO,
PL

MORE
INFO

FREE

Adamus’ Abundance
Clinic

BG, CZ, DE, DK, ES, FI, FR,
GR, HU, IT, JP, NL, NO, PT, RU

MORE
INFO

FREE

Convergence

BR, DE, ES, FR, GR, IT, NL,
PL, PT

MORE
INFO

FREE

From Awakening to
Realization

BR, CZ, DE, FI, FR, IT, JP, NO,
PL, PT, RO

MORE
INFO

MASTER’S
PAUSE

I Am Abundance

BR, CZ, DE, DK, ES, FR, HU, IT,
JP, NL, PL, PT, RO, RU

MORE
INFO

LEGEND: BR=Português Brazil, BG=Progu Bulgarian, CZ=Czech, DE=Deutsch, DK=Danske, ES=Español, FI=Suomi, FR=Français, GR=ελληνικά, HU=Magyar, ID=Indonesian,
IT=Italiano, JP=日本語, KO = Korean, LV= Latviski, NL=Nederlands, NO=Norsk, PL=Polskie, PT=Português, RO=Română, RU=русский, SL=Slovenščina, SR= Српски,
SV=Svensk, TR=Türk, UK= український, ZH=Chinese

I Am Free
A new Master’s Pause

Shine Your Light
Highlights from
Merlin I Am 2

Shine In, Shine On
Merabh from
Merlin I Am 2

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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MEET THE CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
INTERVIEW WITH MOISHE GROGER –
KONA STUDIO PRODUCTION MANAGER

MOISHE: My favorite part of the
job is just seeing how it all comes
together. It’s kind of fun to have a
plan and get some new equipment
and learn it all and really see how it
all comes together on the day of the
shoot between Adamus, Geoff and
Linda, the staff and the technology
to create something special. I haven’t
had any major challenges; it’s been a
really fun process of unfolding that I
get to watch and play creative role in.
SM: What’s your ‘day job’ when not
working on Crimson Circle productions?

SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE: How and when did you find Crimson Circle?
MOISHE: I first stumbled across a Shoud sometime in 2011. I was searching for
various spiritual things and found a video on YouTube about channelers that mentioned Kryon and Crimson Circle, and that’s how I first found the Shouds. So, I started
watching online and by 2012 I had gone to a Shoud in person, took SES in Colorado
and started getting into more of the materials. By then I knew that I was Shaumbra.
SM: What do you do now for the Crimson Circle?
MOISHE: I help with technology and the video productions here in Hawaii. When
the full Colorado production crew isn’t here, I run the whole technology side of
the webcasts and video productions in Hawaii. And when the production crews are
here, I help in whatever way I can, such as operating one of the cameras.
SM: What skills did you bring to the job, and have you learned anything on the job?
MOISHE: I have a small technology business of my own and also a hobby doing
photography, so I feel like both of those things have really helped with what I do for
Crimson Circle because it combines perfectly the technology along with the camera
experience. I didn’t have much experience with videography before Crimson Circle, so
I’ve enjoyed getting up to speed with that and letting that expand and grow as we go.
SM: What are your favorite parts of the job and maybe some of the more challenging parts of the job?
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MOISHE: I’m the co-founder of a
technology business that provides
online camp and event management
tools to non-profits, mostly working
with Boy Scout Councils around the
country so far, although we’d like to
expand to other markets in the future. If someone wants to go to a camp that uses
our system, they can sign up and pay online, then get reports after camp of what
they did.
SM: More on a personal level, what do you feel passionate about? Is there anything you’d like to share with Shaumbra?
MOISHE: I’m surprisingly nervous; how much do I want to share of myself? (laughs)
At this point I feel complete, my big passion in life is done. I’m not waiting for anything anymore in my life. I don’t really have any human passions left other than to
continue living out my life in an enjoyable way. To live somewhere quiet, spend time
with friends and my boyfriend, travel, and express myself from time to time.
One way that I express myself is through photography. I enjoy connecting with
others who want to create together, go out to a beautiful spot in nature and feel
into the beauty of what life has to offer. You can see some of my photography at
mikaelphoto.org.
I’m also looking forward to actually traveling again – what a concept! I signed up
for the event in Bled next fall so I’m really looking forward to that, a big round the
world trip to the mainland, then Amsterdam, then Shaumbra times in Bled and finally
back to Hawaii.
Moishe can be contacted through email. He reminds you that you deserve all that is.
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FULL-TIME STAFF

PART-TIME STAFF

PRODUCT REVIEW TEAM

INTERNATIONAL
WEBHOSTS

Anne Maribo Andersen

Japanese

Satoshi Ito

Finn Andersen

Latvian

Dainis Roberts

Kathleen Haws

Norwegian

Inge Klokeide

Florin Mandiuc

Polish

Arek (arkadiusz) Szczepaniak

Tammie O’Rielly

Portuguese

Silvia Tognato Magini

Siglinde Schwenzl

Romanian

Florin Mandiuc

Patti Severance

Russian

Nazar Fedukiv

Iwona Wirkus

Russian

Alexey Safrygin

Geoffrey Hoppe

Co-founder, Channeler

Lawrence Bluhm

Set-up Assistant &
Camera Operator

Linda Hoppe

Co-founder

JoAnne Brennan

Masters Club Service

Virgilia “Vili” Aguirre Alvarez

Social Media & Translations

Joep Claessens

Content Support Service

Alfredo Barranco-Gómez

Technology Services

Kerri Gallant

Masters Club Service
Manager

Alain Bolea

Operations

Maggie Hopffgarten

Content Assistant

Gail Neube

Transcription Services

Olivia Orlando

Studio Prep and Cleaning

Marc Ritter

Magazine Art Director &
Asst. Studio Manager

Russian

Irina Safrygina

Dave Schemel

Photographer

Serbian

Ljiljana Gugleta

Spanish

Yezid Varon

Bonnie Capelle

Customer Service

Seissa Cuartas

Event Services

Juan Carlos Juárez

Technology Services

Michelle MacHale

Internet Services

Jorge Merino

Technology Director

Suzy Schemel

Special Projects Assistant

Peter Orlando

Studio & Production Services

Mary Beth Shewan

Communications
Coordinator

Steve Salins

Financial Operations

Gaelon Tinder

Camera Operator

Jean Tinder

Content & Communication

INTERNATIONAL
WEBHOSTS

VILLA AHMYO (HAWAII)
STAFF

CONSULTANTS &
CONTRACTORS
Luke Arrigoni

Software consulting

Stephan Weigandt

Database consulting

Chad Nash

Data Springs

MUSICIANS

Michelle Corazao Dinu

Property Manager

Horace Dinu

Design & Architecture

EJ Thomas

Landscape Maintenance

VILLA AHMYO (HAWAII)
VIDEO PRODUCTION TEAM

TRANSLATORS

Bulgarian

Rositsa stoianova

Bulgarian

Rositsa Stoyanova

Chinese

Shiau-shiau Pei Pei

Chinese

Kemila Zsange

Finnish

Irma Rantala

Czech

Danuse Mitchell

French

Catherine Bitoun

Czech

Ladislav Šulc

German

Birgit Junker

Czech

Eva Suskova

Moishe Groger

Technical Services

Hungarian

Timea Thomazy

Czech

Jirina Vida

Gerhard Fankhauser

Yoham

Horace Dinu

Set-up and camera operator

Italian

Lucia Ligi

Danish

Anne Maribo Andersen

Einat Gilboa

Yoham

Michelle Corazao Dinu

Set-up and camera operator

Italian

Semantha Mela

Danish

Finn Andersen
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TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

Dutch

Joep Claessens

Italian

Gaetano Azzali

Romanian

Mirela Ghenea

Turkish

Nejla Ergünden

Dutch

Malou Kempers

Italian

Paola de Miranda

Romanian

Ana-Maria Labo

Turkish

Meltem Taban

Finnish

Marika Kontuniemi

Italian

Giuseppina Villa

Romanian

Carmen Rivalet

Finnish

Pirjo Laine

Japanese

Mayumi Hayashi

Romanian

Manuela Sfirschi

Finnish

Maija Leisso

Japanese

Hisako Hino

Russian

Olga Basova

Finnish

Irma Rantala

Japanese

Satoshi Ito

Russian

Nazar Fedunkiv

Maija Leisso

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Finnish

Anya Ruusuvuori

Korean

Young Wan Choi

Russian

Alina Petrova

Mary Beth Shewan

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Finnish

Kim Mirjam Seppälä

Latvian

Liene Pētersone

Russian

Tetyana Rudyuk

Jean Tinder

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Finnish

Inkeri Väisänen

Latvian

Dainis Roberts

Russian

Irina Safrygina

Jaziel

Shaumbra Pirates

French

Catherine Bitoun

Norwegian

Evy Finjord Heggelund

Russian

Grigory Tarabukin

Lise Storm Karlsen

Shaumbra Pirates

French

Cyntia Coste

Polish

Aleksandra Debska

Slovenian

Nika Cermak

French

Jean-Pascal Danos

Polish

Marta Figura

Slovenian

Dora Debeljak

French

Beatrix de Keating Hart

Polish

Bożena-Ewa Kozłowska

Slovenian

Spela Tajnic

French

Michele Leiby

Polish

Piotr Masłowicz

Spanish

Virgilia Aguirre

Alain Bolea

Keahak Operations

French

Nicole Mocellin

Portuguese

Alina Espinha

Spanish

Claudia Cuesta

Dr. Douglas Davies

Living in Keahak

French

Namami Quici

Portuguese

Placidia Espinha

Spanish

Flavio Lalevich

German

Gerlinde Heinke

Portuguese

Joao Sousa

Spanish

Olivia Morales

German

Birgit Junker

Portuguese BR

Ana Paula Barros

Spanish

Alia Nayu

Greek

Maria Grigoraki

Portuguese BR

Leticia Scorpioni

Spanish

Angela Quinteros

Geoffrey Hoppe

Greek

Kalliopi Pagoudi

Portuguese BR

Silvia Tognato Magini

Spanish

Yezid Varón

Linda Benyo Hoppe

Greek

Mary Polychroni

Portuguese BR

Luiz Antonio Viotto

Turkish

Caglar Baykara

Alain Bolea

Hungarian

Janos Nagy

Romanian

Florenta Cuculeac

Turkish

Nilgün Börükanlar

Dr. Douglas Davies

Hungarian

Janos Nagy Sr.

Romanian

Cristina Dobrescu
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SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

KEAHAK MANAGEMENT

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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